The AM EUROPE is moving forward: organization of the first awareness workshops and three highly successful and productive pre-launch of the website

The AM EUROPE project (September 2021 – April 2022) aims to raising awareness among the Alpes Maritime of the actions of the European Union in France. 

The project is three-fold in content and target wise:

- The Ubyssey component: Raise the awareness of pupils in secondary classes in the Alpes Maritimes about the actions of the European Union in France.
- The Europe in Perspective component: "Imagine your future in an European student". A call for interest has been launched and several high school classes have already come forward to participate in the organization of Workshops of awareness and reflexion with the participating high school students, which will take place between October 2021 and March 2022. These workshops will be a great opportunity for students to understand the background and the challenges of the construction of European Union, to initiate a reflection on European values and projects, to make them want to discover other cultures, and to invite them to seize the opportunities offered to them by the EU in terms of education, international mobility or job.

The workshops took place throughout the year 2021 in Nice, Torcal Highschool, Paca Highschool, Nice High school and Valfréjus Highschool. The workshops have been planned. The awareness workshops will be followed by Workshops for the creation of an artistic project: the theme of student life in the European University of the future.

The other components, under development are:
- AlpesMaritimes as a field of experimentation: Public awareness campaign of the impacts of R&D projects on the territory and on the daily lives of citizens with a "Did you know that Europa - campaign?"
- Innovative component: Raise awareness among students and the general public of the challenges facing Europe: "An innovation society", particularly in the face of the challenge of energy transition in the face of climate change.

LQMS project: Online training for our Russian partners

In the framework of the LQMS project, the University Côte d’Azur organized an online training course on November 9 for 8 Russian partner institutions.

The training was provided by our University Ms. Lagier, Ms. Saint-Germain and M. Leclerc.

This training was dedicated to the creation and renovation of curricula with an emphasis on new concepts of "skills". In particular, our experts shared their knowledge and expertise in the following topics such as Tutoring training, the development of skills requisites, as well as practical examples of the creation and transformation of curricula in Russian universities. This workshop will provide the basis for the creation of a bachelor’s and master’s degree in health security at Russian partner institutions.

MOVDIS: Training on the development and evaluation of soft skills for project partners

On the 25th and 26th of November, the University of Geneva hosted the MOVDIS project partners for a training session on the development and assessment of soft skills. A "soft skill" is a specific personal competence that must be action-oriented, transferable and developable. The students were introduced to different skills and tools for building this competence.

Laura Strazzolbu, an expert consultant in the field of soft skills and open badges, presented the different methods for determining the competence of students to be assessed and the tools and resources needed for this assessment by teachers, tutors and project leaders.

The open badges issued by the MOVDIS project will be used to recognize and promote the soft skills acquired by the participants in the MOVDIS project partners. The ambition is to develop project-specific soft skills and obtain these open badges at the end of their semesters.

Visit the website for more information here: http://movdis-project website.

OBERRID: Open Badge Ecosystem for the recognition of competences in research data management and curation

On 15 November 2021 the OBERRID consortium met via video conference for its 5th transnational meeting. This meeting was supposed to take place at the University of Warwick but the health conditions of the country did not allow the participants to attend in person. All partners participated and discussed the progress of the project and the creation of their own open badges. The upcoming implementation of qualification and the next steps were also discussed.

The objective of the OBERRID project is to create a practical guide that will include the specific and technical issues of OB, the roles and competences related to ROM and the principles of applying 0B to ROM. The project also provides for individual training within partner organizations and working groups through online courses. These training sessions will focus on the challenges and methods of Open Badges and an introduction to ROR. A guide to the ecosystem will complement the training.

In a second phase the badges will be built through collaboration between facilitators and stakeholders. Practically two kinds of badges will be awarded. The first badges linked to training: teaching actions and badges linked to ROR processes, in a more exploratory way. Once made, the badges will be implemented on the partners platforms.

To learn more about the OBERRID project, we invite you to visit the project website: http://oberrid.eu/

La MET present at the Students Fair in Nice

La MET was at the 7th edition of the city of Nice hosted "Le Salon du Lyceen et de l’Université" at the Palais des Expositions, on Friday 19 and Saturday 20 November from 9:00am to 5:00pm.

For the first time, the "Vocation and Orientation" stand was set up to promote the numerous opportunities for studies and for internships with our European and International partners.

These days allowed young high school students to get a better idea of the career and also accompanying persons to meet and discuss their training guidance and international experiences.

A real success for this first performance offering several activities and arousing the curiosity of many visitors.
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Selection of ongoing Call for projects

- [VIE PATH] - PIA 4 - Logistique4.0, 2021-2022
- [VIE PATH] - Programme ANR Aquitaine Region in cooperation with the French Institute of Oceanoology in Montpellier
- [VIE PATH] - Programmes d’Evaluation et de Réflexion (PER) 2021-2022
- [VIE PATH] - Programme d’Evaluation et de Réflexion (PER) 2021-2022
- [VIE PATH] - Horizon Europa
- [VIE PATH] - Horizon Europa
- [VIE PATH] - Horizon Europe
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